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 Tonight we are having a special meeting, quite out of the ordinary, different from any 

you have ever heard of or seen. More than likely you could never really call such a meeting, 

since the proper evening could not be found, the weather would not be favorable, and the 

circumstances simply would not allow it.  But we are holding such a meeting anyway- be it only 

in our imagination.   

 A stranger gathering could hardly be conceived of.  Dummies fill the chairs of invited 

guests who failed to come.  At the end of the row of these silent figures sit two young women, 

pleasantly chattering together like a pair of blue jays on a limb.  Yonder we see a young man, his 

jaws busily laboring over a wad of gum while his face wears a far-away dreamy look.  Slightly to 

the left sits a silent figure who is bound to take no part in the discussion whatever.  A shrug of 

the shoulder or a mumbling admittance that he is unprepared is the only part he has ever taken in 

any program.  There are many more but I assure you that their interest here is purely negative. 

 You see, we have barred all faithful and diligent society members from this group since 

we are holding a meeting tonight only for chronic delinquents.  

 Before the atmosphere becomes too stifling and a wave of despondency overwhelms us, 

before the yearning for youthful vigor and enthusiasm makes this place unbearable, let’s get 

down to business and have it over.   

 The purpose of our meeting is to find out just why a society has members of this kind.  

What reasons do they offer for their lack of interest in society activities? 

 If dummies could speak for those they represent they soon would explain their presence 

at this meeting.  The one would say that he is too busy, finds it too inconvenient since he works 

late, does not get his proper night rest, and just simply does not have the time to come.  Another 

would report that he has too many outside interests, such as ball-games, bowling, skating and 

similar sports, which demand so much of his attention that he could not possibly be interested in 

a young people’s society.  A third would remark that it is quite a trip to the meetings, and means 

of transportation is a problem that he has not tried to solve.   

 But there are other individuals who are personally present, let them explain their peculiar 

attitude and actions.   

 The one will tell you that the meetings are dry. “There is nothing to them.” But he never 

yet has stopped to realize that he himself has not as much as lifted his finger to make them 

interesting.  He is still quietly waiting for someone else to do that for him.   

 The other will say, “Others do all the talking and I never get a chance.” Yet more than 

likely he has himself to blame for this condition by never once as much as attempting to express 

his opinion.  

 And still another will add, “I’m bashful and do not know how to do those things.  I’m 

afraid to speak because I don’t know what to say.  So count me out.” But has he really given it a 

trial? No one suffers more than the person who never tries. 

 Imagine a gathering made up of nothing but delinquents.  It is time we adjourn.  O, for a 

deep breath of refreshing air out there under the starry sky.  Who knows a cure for chronic 

delinquents?       
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